
Budo terms and meanings in Mugai Ryu Iaido 
 

Budo 武道 Japanese martial arts 

Iaido 居合道 Art of drawing the sword. 

Kaiso 開祖 Founder of a ryuha; In the case of Mugai Ryu: Tsuji Gettan Sukemochi. 

Kenjutsu 剣術 Sword art, in Eurpoa usually referred to as with an opponent or partner. 

Koryu 古流 Ancient Japanese martial arts styles, founded before 1868. 

Ryuha 流派 Style of martial arts, mostly associated with Koryu. 

Sensei 先生 teacher; master 

Soke 宗家 Headmaster of a ryuha. 

Dojo 道場 - training hall - also sacred place. 

Bashochō場所著 head of training (representative) , substitute for Shibuchō or Kaichō. 

Kai 会 Association 

Kaichō会長 head of the school  

Kamiza 神座 place where there is a god or spirit; place containing the sacred object of a shrine 

Shibu 支部 branch of a kai. 

Shibuchō支部長 leader highest person of a shibu. 

Shomen 正面 Main side of the dojo; side of the teacher. 

Reishiki 例式 - etiquette 

Gorei 御礼 ceremony before and after training. 

Dojo ni Rei 道場に礼 Paying respect to the dojo (by bowing when entering or leaving the dojo). 

Seiza 正座 Japanese heel sit kneeling with the instep flat on the floor, back straight. 

Sensei ni Rei 先生に礼 Paying respect to the teacher (by bowing) can also be replaced by Kaicho, 

Bachocho.... 

Shomen ni Rei 正面に礼 Paying respect to the front dojo wall (metaphorically "the ancestors or 

predecessors"). 

Tōrei 刀礼 Paying respect to the sword (ceremony before the values of the sword before and after 

training). 

Commands and procedures of Go Rei 

"Seiretsu" 整列 "Line up!" behind the teacher facing Shomen 

"Chakuza" 着座 "Sit down!" In Seiza 



"Mokuso" 黙想 "Sit quietly!" short meditation sequence with eyes closed 

"Kai Moku" 皆黙 "Enough!" end of meditation/enough 

"Shomen ni Rei" 正面に礼 "Bow to Shomen!" 

The teacher turns to the group 

"Sensei ni Rei" 先生に礼 "Bow to the teacher!" (say "O negai shimazu!" at the beginning (asking for 

lessons) / "Arigatou goseimashita!" at the end (thanking the teacher for the lessons)) 

"Otagai ni Rei" お互い礼 "Bow down!" (say "O negai shimazu!" at the beginning/ "Arigatou 

goseimashita!" at the end. 

 

Execution 

Waza 技 - Techniques 

Kiru 切る - Cutting 

Gyakku Kesa Giri 逆袈裟切り oblique cut from below (45°). 

Kessa Giri 袈裟斬り Angled cut from above (30°) 

Makko Giri 真向斬り Vertical cut from above 

Nukiuchi 抜き打ち Drawing and cutting in one movement. 

Suihe, Yokoichi Monji 水平 Horizontal cut at heart level 

Tsuki 突き Thrust 

Forms of training 

Kata 形 Established form 

Kihon 基本 Basic form) 

Kumitachi 組太刀 Meeting of the Swords (Partner Training) 

Suburi 素振り Practise swings of the cuts. 

Tameshigiri 試し切り cut test. 

 

Contents of the kata 

(Seichusen de) Katana otoru 正中線 Bringing the katana to the centre line. 

Saya wo hiku hajimeru さやを引く始める Start to pull back the saya 

Saya biki 鞘引く Pulling back the saya 

Taisabaki 体捌き (defensive) body movement 

Nukiuchi 抜打 drawing and cutting the sword in one movement 



Nuki Tsuke 抜き付け Drawing the sword and executing the first blow. 

Kiri Tsuke 霧付け Other cuts. 

Furikaburi 振り頭 Bring the sword above the head to prepare for a cut from above 

Todome wo sassu 敵を倒す Kill the opponent 

Tekizuke 敵続く Follow the opponent (Kissaki sinks to the ground) 

Zanshin 残心 State of relaxed alertness. 

Chiburi 血振るい Shaking the blood from the blade 

Noto 納刀 Returning the katana to the saya (sword scabbard). 

Toei Yama no miru 遠山の観る View of the distant mountain (also Enzan no metsuke ) 

Metsuke 目付 (direction) view 

 

Sword stances 

Ukedome 受け止 stop attack (block) 

Ukenagashi 受流 Repel the attack 

Ukegaeshi 受け返 Throw back the attack 

Kamae 構え - fighting stance 

Chūdan no kamae 中段の構 Katana forward (also Hira Seigon no Kamae). 

Gedan no kamae下段の構 Katana to the front, tilted downwards. 

Hassō-no-kamae 八相の構 Katana next to the head, tilted backwards by 30°. 

Jōdan-no-kamae 上段の構 Katana above the head, tilted backwards by 45°. 

Waki Gamae 脇構 sword on its side pointing backwards, slightly downwards 

 

Clothes 

Hadagi 肌着 vest 

Hakama 袴 Formal split pleated skirt 

Keikogi 稽古着 track jacket 

Obi 帯 Wide belt that holds the gi and carries the sword 

Tabi 足袋 Split toe socks 

 

Swords 

Bokken/Bokutō木刀 Wooden (training) sword. 



Dai Shō 大小 "Big" and "Small" (applies to the sword pair of katana and wakizashi, worn by samurai). 

Iaitō 居合い刀 training sword, unsharpened (usually aluminium/zinc alloy). 

Katana 刀 sword 

Nihontō日本刀 Japanese sword. 

Tachi 太刀 long sword (predecessor of katana). 

Wakizashi 脇差 Short sword 

Shin Ken 真剣 Real (sharp) sword 

Tanto 短刀 Dagger 

Tatami omote 畳表 Mats of Igusa grass for the cutting test (tameshigiri). 

 

Sword names 

Bohi 

Groove on the sides of a blade to reduce weight; producing a sound during cuts when the blade 

angle is correct 

Fuchi 縁 Metal collar around the tsuka under the tsuba. 

Ha 刃 cutting edge of a blade 

Habaki 鎺 metal ferrule around the base of the blade, which firmly encloses the blade in the saya 

Hamachi 刃区 End of the Ha (cutting edge), separation of the blade from the nakago. 

Hamon 刃文 Tempering line on a differentially hardened blade. 

Kashira 頭 end cap of the tsuka 

Kissaki 切先 Tip of the blade 


